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This invention relates to‘m'agnetic‘tools for ap 
plying fasteners such as screws, bolts,“nails,^~rivets, 
or the like, and for holding such fasteners‘on the 
tool prior to and during the starting' of therdriv 
ing of the same into their operative positions. 
One of the objects of this invention ̀is to pro 

vide a tool of this kind of'improved construction 
by means of whicha fastener will be securelyrheld 
prior to and during the? preliminary driving of 
the same into its operative position. A further 

' object of this invention isrto provide-»a tool of this 
type in which asmall~ horseshoe type of magnet 
of high magnetic force is incorporated in the tool 
varid in‘which the driving implement» is normally 
so positioned as tosavoidlbridging-the poles ofthe 
magnet until the fastener Vhas~been -arranged in 
position for driving. Anotherobjectfis‘to,provide 
af tool of this type in"which conventional: driving 
members or' screwdriver ~bits made of magnetiz 
able steel may be utilized. -A~ furtheryobject is to 
provide a‘ tool of this type~in~ whichathe driving 
member may be readily replaced. »Other objects 
and advantages will be apparent from the follow 
ing description of certain embodiments òf the in 
vention and the novel-features> will ¿be particularly 
`pointed out hereinafter in» connection withI the 
appended claim. 

In the accompanying drawings: Y 
Fig. 1 Vis `an elevation,` partly> in section, of-v a 

magnetic screwdriver embodying this invention. 
Fig. 2 is a bottom _planvview thereof, showing 

some of» the parts in different positions. 
Fig. 3 is an end View thereof. 
Fig. 4 is a longitudinalA central sectional view 

thereof, on lined-_4 Fig. 3. 
Fig. 5 is a-transverse sectional view thereof,.on 

line 5_5, Fig. 4. y 
Fig. 6 is a central sectional elevation of a mag 

netic tool for driving nai-ls, rivets„»and theÍlike. 
Fig. 7 is an elevation of a power drivenfscrew 

driver embodying. a modified vform of'fmy'iin'ven 
tion. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary longitudinal/central 
sectional view thereof,lon' an 'enlargedfscale I 

Referring to the` particular-embodiment ofthe 
invention shown in Figs. 1 to'5, VIII represents the 
shank of a screw driver. Only a portion .fof ,this 
shank is shown .and the same V`may .befrotated 
either manually or by power. Thisf'shank'iis pro 
vider-1~ at’the outer end-thereof with.a_..po'rtion",9 
of reduced diameterïwhich-terminates atv its outer 
end in a driving'member, such >for" example as a 
screwdriver' bit II. The_portiori S'öf reducè'd‘di 
ameter may >be formed ̀ integral ' withthe> "shank 
I0 .and forms aáshoiíld'erïIZ `witli‘-`the'fsha?k I0. 
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" in“ the magnet. 
magnet, 'the lips maybe bent Orsprungoútvsz'ard 

' ly to permit the magnet tov pass through theöuter 

2 
The end I Irof the driving member'may besofany 
other' shape to cooperate with the heads ’of »the 
fasteners with which the tool is to vbe used. 

`I 4 represents a sleeve or shell, one end offwhieh 
is' slidably mounted on the shank I0 to moveto 
a limited extent lengthwise thereof and theother 
end of which supports a magnet I5. Thisemagnet 
is preferably made of an alloy^which maylbe 
highly magnetized--and is of hollow cylindricall'or 
tubular form. The outer end of --the~»magnetvis 
bifurcated by means of aslot or groove ¿IE-ex 
tending diametrically of the-¿magnet-fand:-divid 
ing» - the outer » end »thereof intoy two projections»v I 8 
and IS which form rthe two poles of» the magnet. 
ÁThe outer end faces of the ¿magnet poleslßland 

l I9 may beA shaped in any desiredmannervto best 
cooperate with the head of a screw or bolt-»to-hold 
`.thesame substantially inaxial alinementwith 
Vthe driving member or bit. Forexample, when 
the tool is to _be .used in connection with Yflat 
»headed screws,fthe outer face of the magnet will 
extend perpendicular to the axis thereof. ."In the 
construction shown, the outer face vof the Vmagnet 
is concave or partly spherical, as >shown at""2l to 
ñtround-headed screws or bolts, such‘for` exam 

¿ ple -as the» round-headed bolts or-fs’c'rewsa' 22' 'and 
23 shown'in broken lines 'in Figs; 1, 'Ziand‘ 4. "It 
will be understood'however, thatthe'outefface 
of the magnet'may be ofv any suitable' or desired 
shape to enable it to best hold the heads‘òf the 
fasteners with which the tool‘is to‘c'ooper‘ate. 
The sleeve I4 constitutes a"magnet‘h'o1der‘*by 
means of which the magnet may be'moved'toward 
theshank I0 to permit the bit to'move into‘ en 
gagement withI the fastener. iThe' magnet holder 

` may be of other suitable form. 
The magnet may be 'secured inA its operative 

'relation to the sleeve ormagn‘et holder‘in’any 
' suitable or desired manner, and in the construc 
‘ti'on shown, the shell is provided Withinteg'ral 
lips 25 which extend inwardly into‘fengag'em'ent 
with the inner ends of the grooves or recesses I6 

If'it‘ is desiredito remove‘ï’ïthe 

end 'ofthe sleeve,fso that the magnetïmayïïbëIr-e 
'placed by another magnet. ' The' shell îIlI'iis made 

nless of a "non-'magnetic material, ‘ such LAas 
Äste'el, bronze, or'the'like; which'rwillïn'ot- omnia 
low resistance path forl'the'linesfofïforœ fröm‘one 
jpoleof the magnet to the 'other',iíand=wvhich will 
therefore not detractfromlthe‘ strengthîfor force 
"of the magnet. 

In order'to'- avoid-’short-circuiti-ng îthel-lïin'e *fof 
"force'ffrom one' magneucffpòieftoï-theiethersand 
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thus have most of these lines of force available 
to pass through the head of the fastener to more 
securely hold the same while the fastener is be 
ing positioned in correct relation to the hole in 
the work into which the fastener is to be driven, 
I preferably provide means for normally holding 
the sleeve I4 and the magnet arranged thereon 
in such position that the end of the bit I I will 
not be located between the end portions of the 
poles of the magnet and will be located normally 
within said magnet and spaced from the outer 
end thereof. Any suitable or desired means may 
be provided for this purpose, and which also per 
mit the bit to pass further into the hollow cylin 
drical magnet and projects to a point beyond the 
innermost limit of the face of the magnet and 
into engagement with the slot or recess in the 
fastener after the same has been correctly posi 
tioned on the work. In the construction, shown 
by way of example, I provide a coil spring 3B, one 
end of which engages the inner end of the mag 
net I5 and the other end of which may exert a 
pressure against the shank IIJ. This may be ac 
complished, for example, by providing on the re 
duced shank portion 9 a ring or washer 3l bear 
ing against the shoulder I2 of the shank and 
against which the spring 3l) may press. The ring 
or washer 3I may, consequently, slide lengthwise 
of the shank portion 9 into engagement with the 
shoulder I2. The portion of the sleeve I4 slid 
ably engaging the shank Iü is preferably of some 
what smaller internal diameter than the remain 
ing portion of the sleeve, thus forming a shoulder 
34 which may abut against the ring or washer 3i 
to limit the extent to which the spring 3G may 
expand. 

Suitable means are provided for retaining the 
sleeve in operative relation to the shank I0 and 
the bit II and for permitting limited sliding of 
the sleeve or magnet holder I4 on the shank. 
For this purpose the sleeve is provided with a slot 
31 and the shank I0 has a pin or set screw 38 
secured thereto and extending outwardly there 
from into the slot 31. Consequently, the spring 
3D will normally hold the magnet holder or sleeve 
in its outer position as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, in 
which the end of the bit will be spaced from the 
projections or poles I8 and I9. Consequently, it 

" will be obvious that by means of this construction; " 
the driving member may be made of a grade of 
steel, such as heretofore used for driving mem 
bers of various types and which is magnetic, and 
more durable than non-magnetic materials 
which are at present available. By making the' ^ 
pin or set screw 38 removable, the sleeve or mag 
net holder I4 and the magnet mounted thereon 
may be released from the driving member so that 
the driving member may be replaced when worn 
out or broken. 
When the screwdriver bit is of the type com 

monly used for screws or bolts with slotted heads, 
it is desirable to position the bit relatively to the 
poles of the magnet in such a manner that the 
flat end of the bit will extend substantially par 
allel with the transverse groove or recess I6 in 
the magnet as clearly shown in Figs. l to 4 so 
that the fastener engaging end of the screwdriver 
bit will be spaced from the poles of the magnet 
by the maximum air gap. When arranged in 
this position, the screwdriver bit will have very 
little eiîect in reducing the magnetic force avail 
able to hold the screw or other fastener on the 

_tool. This positioning of the bit relatively to 
the magnet poles can readily be effected by means 
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4 
of the construction described by arranging the 
slot 31 and pin or set screw 38 in such relation 
to the shank ID so that the flat sides of the screw 
driver bit II will face the poles of the magnet. 
In the particular construction shown, the 

shank I0 is of hexagonal cross section and the 
bore in the portion of the shell I4 which engages 
the shank is of similar hexagonal form so that 
rotation of the shell and shank relatively to each 
other is prevented, thus supplementing the ac 
tion of the pin or set screw 38 and slot 31, which 
also serve to prevent turning of the sleeve rela 
tively to the shank. The shank may, however, be 
of circular cross section, if desired. Any other 
means for preventing relative rotation of the 
shell and shank may, of course, be provided if 
desired. 
When the parts are in their normal positions, 

the spring 30 will hold the sleeve or magnet 
holder I4 in its outer position, as clearly shown 
in Fig. 4, so that the end of the bit II is spaced 
from the poles I8 and I9 of the magnet. When 
the parts are in this position, a screw or bolt hav 
ing a slotted head will be rigidly held by the mag 
net in such a manner that the screw or bolt may 
be moved into correct relation to the hole into 
which it is to be screwed, whereupon pressure 
may be exerted on the shank I0 in a direction to 
ward the fastener and by simultaneously turn 
ing the shank, the bit II will seat itself in the 
slot 35 or other recess in the head of the screw or 
bolt. When this driving connection has been es 
tablished, further rotation of the shank I0 will 
cause the screw or bolt to be screwed into its 
operative position. Once the screw or bolt is 
started, the holding force of the magnet is no 
longer required and when the screw or bolt enters 
the work approximately into its ñnal position, 
the head of the same may be withdrawn from 
the magnet as the end of the sleeve I4 contacts 
with the work. 

It may at times be desired to provide additional 
means for holding the screw or bolt in axial 
alinement with the shank I0 in order to facilitate 
starting the bolt or screw in the hole into which 
it is to be screwed, and this can be accomplished 
by so positioning the screwdriver bit relatively to 
the magnet that the bit will enter the slot or 
other recess in the head of the fastener while 
the same is held by the magnet. For this pur 
pose, I have shown a cam member in the form 
of a split 'ring 40 rotatably arranged in an annu 
lar recess 4I in the outer surface of the sleeve 
I4. ’I'he cam ring is provided at one edge thereof 
with a slot or recess 42 into which the pin or 
set screw 38 may enter. Consequently, when the 
pin is in the inner end portion of the slot or 
recess 42, ,as shown in Fig. 2, the sleeve I4 will be 
held by the spring 30 in its outer position so that 
the driving member or bit i I will be spaced from 
the poles of the magnet. By moving the sleeve 
I4 to the left from the position shown in Figs. 
2 and 4 and turning the split ring 40 relatively 
to the pin 38 so that the pin rests on the outer 
edge portion of the ring 4U, as shown in Fig. l, 
the sleeve is so positioned that the bit II will 
project between the poles of the magnet to enter 
the slot in the fastener while the same is held 
by the magnet. Under these conditions, the fas 
tener will be held substantially coaxial with the 
shank I0 and sleeve I4 and can, consequently, 
be readily inserted into the hole into which it 
is to be screwed even while the shank is rotat 
ing. Since the fiat faces of the bit will extend 
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pole'piecesf'it ̀ willsnot~ reduce'îthe magnetici force 
acting von~ the“ fastenerL 'to i any >l'îna'teri‘alL extent. 
Any other means for ̀ :holding A“the »sleeve- in 
retarded position against vthe action-‘of the spring 
‘30’ 'maybe provided; if desired. By'making Vthe 
'sidesf 42 of the slot so that they‘divergeas shown 
in' Fig; 2, thesev sides may serve as cams, so’that 
by merely turning the ring Mythe-'sleeve I4'will 
be vdrawn to thek left from the- positions shown 
in Figs. 2 and 4. 
*By Imeans> of this'y construction, ifY `along'fas 

tener such as the screw or bolt 22 shown Fig. 
41 is to be handled'by means of the screwdriver, 
they sleeve I4 can be moved into the-position 
shownr inFig. l, whereupon` the’fastener'ZZ‘will 
be' held not only by the magnetic force; butwill 
also be correctly positioned and held in substan 

‘ tially axial alinement withthe shank I0 by means 
of the bit I l. 
In Fig. 6, I have illustrated my invention 

adapted to a tool for driving nails,tacks, rivets, 
or the like. In this construction, 45 represents 
a portion of the shank of the tool 46 and magnet 
holder which may be' in the form of a sleeve orA 
shell, one end of which is slidably vmounted on 
the shaft 45 and in the other end of `which 
a hollow cylindrical _ horseshoe Imagnet~4`i is 
mounted. The sleeve 46 is made of non-magnetic 
material. This magnet also has a diametrically 
extending groove orV recess ês'dividing the outer 
end of the m-agnet into two projectionswhich 
form the poles of the magnet, and the sleeve may 
>be provided at opposite sides:thereof_§with'lips 
49 extending into the groove or slot 48 to pre 
vent outward movement of the magnet through 
the open end of sleeve 45. The portion of the 
sleeve 46 which engages the shank 45 is also 
made of greater thickness as described in Figs. 
1 to 5, thus forming a shoulder 50. The sleeve 
45 may be suitably limited in its motion rela 
tively to the shank, for example, by means of a 
pin or set screw 52 secured to the shank and 
extending into a slot 53 in the sleeve 46. A shank 
45 has an end portion 54 of reduced diameter 
which also forms a shoulder 55 at its juncture 
with the main portion of the shank 45, and this 
reduced portion 54, which corresponds to the 
bit ll shown in Figs. l to 5, constitutes the driv 
ing member of the tool. The sleeve 46 is also 
made of non-magnetic material, but the driving 
part 54 of the shank may be of hardened steel. 
Means are, therefore, provided for normally sup 
porting the magnet 4l in such relation to the 
driving part 54 that the driving part will not 
form a short path for the magnetic flux from 
one pole to the other, and for this purpose, a 
spring 57 is provided within the sleeve 45, one 
end of the spring engaging the inner end of 
the magnet 4'! and the other end engaging the 
ring or washer 58 which engages the shoulder 55 
of the shank and which also engages the shoulder 
55 of the sleeve when the same is in its outer 
position in which the poles of the magnet are 
spaced from the driving member 54. 

In the operation of this device a nail, rivet or 
like fastener 60 having a head 6l may be held 
on the tool by causing the head 6| to contact 
with the poles of the magnet 41 so that the 
fastening member may be held in substantially 
axial alinement with the shank or shaft 45 by 
means of the magnet. When force is applied 
through the shank 45 in the direction toward 
the fastening member, the driving member 54 
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iftviußeiigageftneïheadfof-themen?or'rivetfandë'thes 
drive- the: same-into- itsioperative position. 

rect positionj-but afterthe'first‘blowàthefmagnet 
"will hold' thetool in" correci?ßrelatior?ïto theïas 
tener; thusE facilitating 'theßdriving" of‘ïfthe’f-fas 

»" tener jinto 'itslñnal position. 
I In" Figs. vr and? a; I vhave shown-my improve 

ments applied‘ ‘to’ a powerf l drivenï* screwdriver *fof 

 scratch ‘any work-¿with whichY it comes ¿into fc'o'n 
‘ tact, the sleeve being ma‘de‘of` non-‘magnetic-ma 
Aterial. In this construotioní=B52-representsl the 
shell or housingof afmo'tor of- any suitable type, 
not shown, Vwhich I rotates faiY im'e’mberë 57~ provided 
l"with a clutch or couplingïof any-«suitable type 
to whichr a driving >member »'»orf-screwdriter îbitïföa 
may besecur'ed. 'The' h`o`u`s'i1`igf-tßïhasï` *cylin 
drical extension' vorf-partifll!flottreducediïdiameter 

301 projecting f‘ from = one ï' 'fendi-‘thereof within'ïi which 
the sleeve'ï‘lââv is slidablyïì-inounted. hollowcy 
lindrical horseshoe magnet *Smay 'be suitably 

-¿ >mounted adjacent to "the outeri‘end of the'fsleeve 
S5 lin- any 'suitable .manner;iand1in the vconstruc 
tion- shown, the o'ut‘er-> end off-ïthef'sleeve :hasta 
boreof »reduced diameter withiníwhichîaimagñet 
‘l2 of this type may be secured in any suitable 
manner, for example, by driving the magnet into 
the outer portion of the bore of the sleeve 65. 
In order to so space the magnet with reference 

to the driving member or bit 68, that this mem 
ber will not cause magnetic lines of force to 
pass from one pole of the magnet to the other 
through the bit of the driving member, means 
are provided for normally spacing the magnet 
relatively to the end of the -driving member so 
that this end will normally not extend between 
the two poles. For this purpose the sleeve 65, 
which is slidably mounted on the tubular ex 
tension 10 of the motor housing, is normally 
held in its outer position .by means of a coil 
spring 13 one end of which engages the inner 
end of an enlarged portion 'I4 of the sleeve 65. 
The other end of the spring engages an in 
wardly extending flange or shoulder 15 of the 
motor housing. The sliding movement of the 
sleeve 65 relatively to the motor housing is pref 
erably limited, for example, by means of a slot 
l1 extending lengthwise in the enlarged por 
tion 14 of the sleeve 65, and a screw or pin 18 
which extends through an aperture in the ex 
tension 'l0 of the motor housing and into the 
slot Tl. The ends of the slot limit the extent 
to which the sleeve may move relatively to the 
driving member or bit 68 and also prevents ro 
tation of the sleeve relatively to the motor 
housing. 
In the operation of this device, the head of 

a screw, bolt or other fastener is placed into en 
gagement with the outer end of the magnet 12 
so that it will be securely but removably sup 
ported thereby. The fastener is then positioned 
at the hole in the work in which it is t0 be 
driven and when so positioned, pressure is ex 
erted on the motor housing 66, thus causing 
the driving member or bit 68 to engage the slot 



in the head of the fastener and turn the same 
for moving it into its ñnal operative position. 
Magnetic Screwdrivers of this type have the 

advantage that it is not necessary to manually 
start the screw or other fastener in the hole 
in which it is to be driven. Tools of this type, 
therefore, not only save time in applying fas 
teners in positions which are relatively inac 
cessible, but also facilitate and expedite the ap 
plication of fasteners under any conditions. 
By means of the constructions described, 

driving members or bits of conventional con 
struction and materials commonly used in con 
nection with tools of this type may be employed 
without weakening the force exerted by the 
magnet on the fastener. Consequently, the 
driving members may be made of the desired 
grade of steel without consideration if its ability 
to conduct magnetic flux, and when my im 
provements are used in connection with power 
operated Screwdrivers, the same screwdriver bits 
formerly employed may be used. The construc 
tion described also has the advantage that the 
magnet holder or sleeve extends slightly beyond 
the outer end of the magnet so as to facilitate 
the positioning of the fasteners on the tool and 
to protect the magnet against damage by con 
tact or impact with other objects. 
The term “non-magnetic” is herein used in 

practical sense to designate materials of very 
low magnetic permeability. 

It will be understood that various changes in 
the details, materials, and arrangements of 
parts which have been herein described and 
illustrated in order to explain the nature of the 
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invention, may be made by those skilled in the 
art within the principle and scope of the inven 
tion, as expressed in the appended claim. 

I claim as my invention: 
A tool for applying fasteners comprising a 

shank having a driving end, a non-magnetic 
sleeve slideable on said shank and encasing said 
driving end, a hollow cylindrical magnet co 
axially aligned with the axis of said shank se 
cured to the inside of said sleeve and polarized 
across a face, said face facing in the direction 
of the object to be held, a spring acting against 
said sleeve to maintain the magnet in a. position 
relative to said driving end, in which position 
said driving end is located Within said magnet 
and spaced from the outer end thereof, and upon 
retraction of said sleeve, said driving end pro 
jects to a point beyond the innermost limit of 
said face of sai-d magnet, said sleeve having a 
portion extending beyond said face of the mag 
net having inner walls substantially parallel to 
the axis of said shank. 

FREDERICK G. CLARK. 
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